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About This Game

As a soul transitioning into the afterlife, Senza Peso shepherds you on a spiritual journey through a beautiful and foreboding
dark world of lost souls and redemption.

In this VR adaptation of the short film mini-opera by Cory Strassburger & Alain Vasquez, you become the protagonist and
personally experience the metamorphosis from death to eternity.

This is an enhanced re-release of the highly regarded 2014 VR experience that has been a go-to showpiece for many in the VR
community.

______

Viewer Comments:

"dudes.. we need more of such spiritual experiences! nobody has words for how impressive this mini opera is.” - KrisTiasMusic

"Majestic. As. Fuck.” -p1mpslappington

"Killing it as usual mind blowing work People! That's now three of the most memorable VR experiences!” - HAWKEYE481
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Title: Senza Peso
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Kite & Lightning
Publisher:
Kite & Lightning
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64 bit or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 equivalent or greater

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Freaking awesome, I never done acid but this is what it's probably like! We need more content like this they don't all have to be
games. Also I was worried the giant head was going to sneeze on me but was disappointed he didn't try to lick me!. More of my
friends said 'WOW!' from this than anything else i showed them. FACT!. Not that good. Simply Dazzling!!

I just have to say WELL DONE to the development team that put this experience together! I was super-impressed with the
visuals and audio. Just when you think the experience is going to stay calm and possibly get boring, it absolutely does not - it
keeps you engaged and dazzled with imagery! I also really like the whole travelling thing. It really kept reminding me of Disney
World's Pirates of the Carribean ride. It's so fantastic that now instead of paying an arm and a leg only to wait in line for hours
at an amusement park, developers can give us even more exciting experiences right in our home VR room - WELL DONE,
DEV!!!!. Neat little VR demo to show people.
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I teared up the first time I watched this.. A short (and a bit weird) virtual reality opera. It's free, so give it a try.

I do feel a little warning is in order: Senza Peso might cause a little motion sickness if not used to it. Nothing too bad though.. I
thought Id give this a look sence it was free, and it was was pretty cool. Check it out, its just a 6-7 min experience or check out
my youtube video of the full thing here, https://youtu.be/gMhw1VVUelY
PS its WAY better in the Vive!. Not that good. definitly a good experience. Can't wait for more cinematics in VR .. :D
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